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validity (eg 'p-hacking'), and at worst to commit fraud by peer review collusion 3 and by faking data, clumsily [18] . 145 2. Methods: A recent Nature survey of 1,500+ researchers found that 70% tried and failed to 146 reproduce another scientist's experiments, and more than half have failed to reproduce their 147 own experiments [19] . This is consistent with the worsening unfolding reproducibility crisis in 148 much of science, including sociology, psychology, medicine, and biology (see Fig. 1 ).
Figure 1.
Research reproducibility in science. Graphic from [19] . Reproduced with permission.
149
In biotechnology, more than half of studies published in reputed journals (such as Science,
150
Nature, Cell, PNAS) are reportedly not reproducible by industrial labs [20] . Tim Horton, the 151 editor of the Lancet (a leading medical journal) put it thusly:
152
The case against science is straightforward: much of the scientific literature, perhaps 153 half, may simply be untrue. Afflicted by studies with small sample sizes, tiny effects, 154 invalid exploratory analyses, and flagrant conflicts of interest, together with an 155 obsession for pursuing fashionable trends of dubious importance, science has taken 156 a turn towards darkness.
157
In some fields, an estimated 85% of research resources are thus wasted [21] .
158

Security Science and MTD
159
Cybersecurity is not exempt from the general science malaise, which partly explains the lack of a 160 foundational corpus. In an exemplary but all too rare meta-study [ 
196
Since a defining characteristic of the MMIE is the mapping of man to finite numbers, a particular 197 set of unaddressed challenges we face is thus: How do we ensure the permanence, the indelibility, the 198 infinite value of human beings as invariants such that the AI decision procedures will not optimize us We posit that the CCP has a long-term vision of the man-machine integration era: monitored, is not new [38] , this modern data analytics based city population surveillance system aims to monitor 270 for reported signs of instability and quell incipient social unrest [39] . A complimentary nation-wide 271 "Social Credit System" will be mandatory by 2020. This system establishes a citizen's score between The CCP is arranging to birth a future. We are not paying enough attention. Barbara, Berkeley, and many others -are also helping to address the problem through 302 action: building courses that create cybersecurity experts.
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In Table 1 
EPILOGUE
339
Blessings are not found in something that has been weighed, nor in something that has been measured, nor in something that has been counted, only in something that is hidden from the eyes. 
